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One Breath at a Time: Buddhism and the Twelve Steps has 
established itself as a classic, a bellwether of the most significant 
recovery movement of the 21st century, combining Buddhist 
mindfulness practices with a 12-step recovery program.
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One Breath, Twelve Steps: A Buddhist Path to Recovery from Addiction. A six-cd
workshop including guided meditations. Recovery One Breath at a Time: Mindfulness
Practices for Overcoming Addiction. A two-cd workshop including guided meditations.
Laughing Buddha - An eclectic collection of Buddhist-themed rock and world beat songs.
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Kevin Griffin is the author of One Breath at a Time: Buddhism and the Twelve Steps, the
breakthrough book that established him as a leader in the mindful recovery movement.
Since its publication, Kevin has toured extensively, giving workshops and lectures at
places as diverse as Harlem, the Colorado Rockies, and Hawaii.
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AbeBooks.com: One Breath at a Time: Buddhism and the Twelve Steps
(9781579549053) by Kevin Griffin and a great selection of similar New, Used and
Collectible Books available now at great prices.
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